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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"He, therefore, that is about children, should well 
study their natures and aptitudes, and see,· by often 
trials, what turns they easily take; and what becomes 
them; observe what their native stock is, how it may 
be improved, and what it is for: He should consider 
what· they want; whether they ·be capable of having it 
·wraught· into--them by indust·ry- and incorporated there 
by practice;· a-nd whether ·i:t be worthwhile to endeavor· 
it. For·in·many cases, all thatwe ·can'do, or should 
aim>at, is to make the best of· ·-what nature has given; 
to prevent· the vices and faults to ·which such a con-
.. stitution ·is· most·inc·l±ne·d, and give it all the ad-
-vant·ages it is capable ·-of. ·Eve-ryone·1 s ·natural genius 
should be carried --as ·far as it ·could, but to attempt 
· the· putting another upon ·him, will be but l:a:bor in 
vain; and what· is so ·pla±ster'd · on, will ·at· best fit 
untowardly, and have always hanging to it the ungrace-
fulness ·of· c·onstraint· and· aff·e·-etation·. 111 • · 
As· early·as the' seventeenth· century J·ohn Locke recogrti·zed :man I s 
· irrdi vi dual diff•erences ·, · hifr limit·ations, · · ami' his-- potent·ialitie s, to-
get her· with· the· need of ·varyi:ng .. degreet. --and·-eharmels of education to 
so develop them~ 
· !t· wa,s-nut· until the twent·teth·--c-entury, however, that the science 
of mental me·asurement·s be·gan t·o .. t-a:ke· si·gnifi'cant strides. The years 
from 1900 to 1915 can-be-st 0 be·re-garded·aspicmeer- years characterized 
· · by experinient'ation a:nd explorati·on. During thi'S ·t·im:e we see the emergence 
l · Quotation--by ·John Locke in Arthur Traxler, Margaret Selover, and 
Agatha Townsend, Introduction to Testing and the Use of~ Results in 
Public Schools,(New York, 19531':" p. 1. 
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of the Binet Intelligence Scale and the beginning of standardized testing. 
Subsequent to· 1915 we se-e great development in standardized testing in all 
· · school areas:· the appearance of ·achievement batteries, group intelligence 
·tests:; and·personaJ:itrque·st·ionnaires. In the 1930 1 s the Cooperative 
Test Service of·the :AmericanC-ouncilon Education published·achievement 
tests in most of the high school· subjects; in 1936 the American Council 
on Education established the Committee· on Measurement and· Guidance, which 
has· done much to enhance the effectiveness of the testing program; and 
in 1938,0scar K. Buros·began his publications of·testreviews in the form 
of the First Menta·l: Measurements Yearbook.· Only recently has the State 
of· Okla:homa .. ·e-stabli-sheda division f-or-·cerl±f±c·ati·on of··public school 
counselors. S·o wit·h-ea:ch-·pas:sing ·ye·ar·--arrd ·±t·s·ever-increasing enroll-
ments· in our schools· and· uni varsities one· ·beeOJlte's··more·· acutely aware of 
the· fields of opportunity-lyine; bef·ore .. ·h±m .. and the advantages afforded 
him·· by· increased knowled·ge·:,and sk±l:l .. in·the use of the· varied forms of 
·mental ·measurements • 
· · · ·It would· ·s·eem· reasonable· to assume· ·that ·there · are· certain basic 
characteristi·c·s· in ·terms- of "achievement', ·varied aptitudes, and interest 
patterns ·which would ·be··necessary :f·or .. success .. in a· program designed to 
train· student·s· to beeome t·eachers •· ·It·furt·h·er would· seem reasonable that, 
if these ehar-a·cteristi·cs· ·could· be quantified·and: measured, they could be 
used· as· indi0ces capable of predicting succe·ss insofar as ·the academic 
program· is ··concerned. 
One often speaks··in·tenns· ·of "aptit·ud·es:, 11 nachievement," · and 
"attitude11··without·· th·e reai:i:zation ·oi'·the ·full impact ·of ·these· terms., 
For a·· better point of ·refeTenc·e·, i.et us, paus'e and c·onsider- more closely 
what we mean when speaking of these intangibles. 
According to Traxler2, aptitude is 11a present condition which is 
I 
indicative of the individual s potentialities for the future •11 Under-
lying this· definition he assumes three basic postulates; 
1. Few, if any, individuals have·equally strong aptitudes in all 
directions • 
2. Individuals differ from one another in every aptitude they 
possess. 
3. Differences ·among individuals and within individuals tend to 
persist within· limits .3 
As Crawford and Burnham4 point.··out, educational aptitudes a.re con-
cerned Hinitially with·individua1 1-s ahilities to· acquire by whatever 
means, knowledge-·and·· skiitls·dema:rrded f·or specific curricula of schools 
3 
and colleges .u Fur. purposes of this ·study ·the latter point of reference 
is· adopted·. 
Difi'iculty · arises· when- a:n attempt-·ts- ma"d:e· t·o sepa;rate· .. aptitude from 
achievement·-by"'means·of·testing·. It-is·the· eontention·of· some that the 
·······commonality of ·elements· is so· ·great· and·--the correlation between aptituie 
andachie·vement ·so high·-that·it·±s··impossib'le···to--·-measure -ea-ch separately. 
The test·s·d-esigned··t·o· measure· aptitud:e··an·d those intended to measure 
achieveme·nt truly do bear· relationship·to ·each otrer. · Both are concerned, 
at least indirectly, with more spe-cific- lines of endeavor and both are 
validated by correlation of their scores with other measures· of subsequent 
attainment. 
· 2 Arthµ:r E. Traxler, Technigues of Guidance (New York, 1945), p. 42. 
3 Ibid. , p. 43 • 
4 Albert B. Crawford and Paul S. Burnham, Forecasting College Achieve-
~ (New Haven, 1946), p. 4. 
As used in this study, their proposed intentions differ in that an 
achievement test is a review, so to s:p3ak, desigmd to measure how 
·effectively a student has learned a particular subject an:i, of course, 
4 
is administered·upon completion of such course of study. On the other 
hand, the aptitude test ts more on the order of a preview and is intended 
to give an indication of howwell·astudent is likely to do even along 
lines yet untried. 
· Many quest·ions arise when entering the realm of attitudes: Do they 
influence a person's choice of· vocation? Do they· influence his success 
or failure in a vocation? Will they determine his personality? Chave 
has defined attitude as 11a complex· of feelings·, desires, fears, con-
victions:, pre·judi ces or other tendencies that have given a set, or 
readiness·to act;·· t 00 a· person· because·of varied··,experlences·.•15 
Dow:n.ie6 defines attitude· in much··the· same way; speaking of it as 
11a change of potential·that the· individual has:,n including in it the 
aspects· of personality, such as interests, appreciations, mores, and 
morals. 
Allport·and Thurston have conducted extensive· investi"gation in the 
general·areaof'attitude,.andhave·devtseda:tti.tude scales·and summarized 
the methods-of acquisition. Various techniqres have been employed for 
the· measurement · of attitude,; ·including error-choice, free-response, paired 
comparisons, and opinion polls. 
5 
6 
p. 333. 
Traxler:, Technigues2f·Guid:afl'ce, p. 105. 
N. M. Downie, Fundamentals of Measurement,(New York, 1958), 
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Purpose of the Study and Statement of the Problem 
This study is· designed to assist the counselors in the College of 
Education· in· improving their· effectiveness ·in- wo·rking w.i. th entering 
.freshmen by giving· these· couns·elors··some idea ·of ·what to expect .from a 
student on ·the basis of his test scores. If the counselor has these test 
data at hand, on the basis of the re·sults of this study, by substituting 
the weights, he can make some prediction at the beginning of the program 
as to how the individual will do by t-J::re· end of the year. 
Although· it is true· ·that no test· is an absolute ··indicator of a 
student 1s·ability·to succeed in any--giverrprogram:, the fact remains 
that· any ·d·egree of s·uccess; in--~uidanee i"S to· be ·d·es:ir·ed over and above 
a drance· guess.·· ·Therefore; by··continued·-tnve'st·i"gations --sudl as this one., 
· the degree <Yf succe"Ss ·in- counseling should be tmprove'd--arrl · result in a 
more · ad·equate ·c·ounseling program. 
The specific probl-em·ma;r·be .. ·stated ·as "follows·:· · T·o 'What · extent can 
· success in- the· f'irst year· .. ·of·training··±n ·the Colle.ge of Edu.cation be 
.. pre-dieted by the ·following· battery' of ·measuring instrumerts: 
1. Cooperative School and College Ab'illt"y;:.T.est.s (SCAT), Form lA. 
2. Nelson-Denny Reading Test··, · Form· A. 
3. Essential High School Content Batt·ery· (EHSCB), Form AM. 
4. ·· Minnesota Teacher·Attitude Inventory (MTAI), Form A. 
0n the basis of ·these -four groups of tests, what is the multiple 
correlation and corresponding· weight"S" for each test for predicting the 
·criterion, i~·e.;:, ·tfre··cumulative grade point ·average, ·at the end of the 
first year. More specifically: 
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l. What is the relationship between performance on the SCAT and the 
criterion? 
2. What is the relatiqnship between perf-ormance on the Nelson-
Denny· Readirrg Test and the criterion? 
3. What is the ·relationship ·between performance on the Essential 
High School Content ·Battery and the criterion? 
4. What is the relationship between performance on the Minnesota 
Teacher Attitude' Invent·ory ·and ·the criterion? 
5. To what extent does the best· c·ombination of these tests predict 
the criterion at ··the end:··of ··the· ·first yea·r program? 
Limitations 2£·~ Study 
Although it :is• true· that the· study-±s·imde-rtaken-f·or the purpose of 
I 
obtaining inf'ormati·on··for use in· c·oun·seling· ent·ering- fre·shmep. in the 
College of Education,· the research· is····fa:r··-f-ronr-c·omplet-e· and should be 
· used onlyc as· a"beginning ·of ·a··more·thorough·study- ·of·· the· situatlon. The 
study·is limited· in··it·s··seope··beuause··it· ·deals· with the· freshmen entering 
Oklahoma:-"State · Un±ve·rsity ·during ·only ···one 'seme st,er. · Also,· ·the process 
·· of· subjeet se-:l:e·ction· is· ·limit-etl"· ;;.;···tne····subje·ct·s··were s:elected ·due to the 
··· ··fact that complete ·test·data·were·available·in·the·ir files. There were 
also many · oth er··stud·ent-s wlm ·enrolled· during ·this· ·semester ·· f-rom whom we 
· · did not· have ·complete ·data·~· -Therefore; it is entirely possible that the 
sample is ·not·representat±-ve·,···cf·tne-'"·ent±re· class of· 1958. 
A· further· li.111itation i-s .. inherent ·in ·the s±·ze-··of the· groups included 
irr·the· st-udy,··more partieularly-Grou.p I (mal'S·s) ,·which·included only 
thirty-one subjects. This is hardly a large enough sample to allow 
generalization. As will be seen in a subsequent chapter, the size of 
Group I limited the selection of the tests to only one. 
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It goes without saying that there is no claim for universality, for 
the study is confined to one particular college on the Oklahoma State 
University campus. It probably would not· be even suitable for use in 
another college on the campus since there is no evidence that this sample 
of st11dents is representative of entering freshmen as a whole. 
However, despite the limitations inherent in the study, it does 
offer possibilities by laying a foundation for the accumulation of 
normative data which could be used for more accurate prediction of success 
in the first year of training in the College of Education. 
CHAPl'ER II 
PROCEDURE 
This chapter is devoted to the presentation of the conditions under 
whi·ch the· present study was c·onducted -and the procedures ·employed. The 
subject -groups and ·the· tests involved will 'be des·cribed, the test adminis-
tration conditions discussed:, ·and--the -criterion indicat·ed and defined. 
Sub,jects 
Subjeets .. ·includ:ed···iu,--t-his stu.dy·were .. select-ad from the- total number 
of freshmen st·ud·ents .. who enrull'e·d i:n-- the· College··· of Ed.mat ion at the 
Oklahoma Stat·e University0 in--the---fa:Ll of-1958· and··who··rema;tred· in school 
·both semesters~ · From:··t·hi:s--group supjects·were selected ·whose individual 
records· contained the ·follow±·ng·information: 
1. · Complet·e ·test· data on all· tests included·· in this study. 
2. An · errd""'of-the;.;;.year grade- point average. 
The-t·otal ·group was· ttren"divided according-to sex. ·· Group I consists 
of thirty-one male ·13ubje-cts·:,· .. ·an·d· -Group II consists· of--seventy-five female 
subjects. It is·reali:zed that ·Group I- constitutes a small saf!lple and 
·······that· it·· would b'e··inauvisable--to· re·ly--a-1:one· --on the results reflected by 
this study. However; ,thes·e--results·•-may·,be used 0as· a· f'oun:iation for the 
accumulati-on of future ·normative· data. Group II is a mere adequate 
re-presentation of the,·freshmen ... women in trre College -of ·Edm·ation, and 
results obtained from these data provide a more reliable possibility 
for prediction. It is believed that more valid information is obtained 
through this division than would otherwise result from merely one group 
consisting of both male and female subjects. Counselors in the College 
of Education are interested in·any existing differences in the academic 
success of freshmen·men and freshmen women and the pos~ible reasons for 
these differences. Although this study is not designed to indicate 
reasons for these differences, the division by sexes makes it possible 
for the study to lend itself as supporting evidence for further study. 
The Test Battery 
9 
The tests involved in this ·study were administered to the students 
at the beginning· of th·eir·freshman year··by the College of Education. 
These tests were scored by the Bureau of Tests and Measurements at the 
Oklahoma State- University, and aid was given by the bureau in the inter-
pretation of·te·st results. 
Four groups of tests were selected to constitute the test battery. 
The Cooperative School and College Ability Tests (SCAT) yields verbal, 
quantitative, and total ·scores; the Nelson-Denny Reading Test yields 
vocabulary, paragraph meaning, and total saores; the -Essential High 
School· eontent Battery yields ·mathematics, science, -social studies, and 
English scores; and the Minnesota· -Teacher Attitude Inventory yields a 
single score. 
As stated above, each test yields from· one to four separate scores. 
Each separate sc·ore has been assigned a; number and will hereinafter be 
treated -as an individual ·measure. Table I reflects the number arbitrarily 
assigned to each score and indicates which parts of the tests were combined 
10 
TABLE I 
TEST NUMBERS ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED TO SCORES OBTAINED ON EACH TEST AND/OR 
SUBTEST; PARTS OF TEST CCMBINED TO OBTAIN THE SCORE; AND TYPES 
Assigned Test 
Number 
Test l 
(Verbal) 
Test 2 
(Quantitative) 
Test 3 . 
(Total) 
Test 4 
(Voca,bula ry) 
Test 5 
( Para,gra,ph . ·· 
Meaning) 
Test 6 
(Total) 
Test 7 
(Mathematics) 
Test 8 
(Science) 
Test 9 
(Social . 
Studies) 
Test 10 
(English) 
Test 11 
(Attitude) 
OF ITEMS UTILIZED IN EACH PART 
Corresponding Test 
or Pa,rt Name 
Part I (SCAT) 
Part III (SCAT) 
Part II (SCAT) 
<Part IV (SCAT) 
Parts I, II, III, and 
IV (SCAT) 
Part I (Nelson-Denny 
Reading·· Test) · 
Part II (Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test) · 
Parts I and II (Nelson-
Denny· Reading Test) · 
Test 1 (Essential High 
-School· Content Battery) 
Test 2 (Essential High 
S·chool eorit-ent ·Battery) 
Test 3 (Essential High 
School ·Cont,ent Battery) 
Test 4 (Essential High 
School ·eontent Battery) 
Minnesota Teacher Attitme 
Inventory 
Description of Test 
.. Sentence Understanding 
Word Meanings 
· ·· ·Numerical Computation 
Numerical Problem 
Solving 
Vocabulary 
Reading and Under-
standing Paragraphs 
Mathematics 
Science 
Social Studies 
English 
· Factors Related to 
Teachers' Attitudes 
Toward Pupils 
11 
to obtain this score in addition to describing the types of items utilized 
in-each part. 
A brief description of the tests is presented in Chapter III, in-
eluding expectations, opinions· ·-of test ·expe·rts regarding the tests, 
·±nformati·on cuncerning re·liability·and· validity of the· tests and 
. , . 
methods by which normative data were obtained and no:nns established. 
The Criterion 
Although there ·has been· much ·discussion ·regarding ·the accuracy of 
grades as a basis for predi-ct±ng a- student·'-s ability to· succeed in further 
s·chooling, this still rema-i:ns·the·:,,meam;·by·which success er failure in 
college is·d·eterm±ned·~-- There'i'ore,·the·over.;..all grade-point average at 
·the end·of··the···fre·shmanyear·±s· the· critert·ofr··used··f'or this study. 
This· is·. based-·on·the··as'su:mpt±un-·that·,·whereas:··one or even two quite 
low grades0 ·might· not· be·a·true re-pres·entati·on ·of· a ·-student·•s ability, 
. the·--summat±on· ami avera·ge··o-f':gratie·s··obta:i:rred in all- eourse·s· will counter-
balance the··-discrepancies· wh±Ch"··might··oecur as ·a-<fum::tion ·of teacher-
student cpersonality···f'act·ors :,· a·--stu-d:ent·1 s la·ck· of· int·erest and his effort 
. exert·ed·±ri·a·" particular· course. 
The official ·files· of--the··r-egi:strar··at ·the ·Oklahcma State University 
·were·--·eonsult-e-d ·in gathe-ring:,t'hese···d"ata. -All·a-ver~ges were c·omputed from 
··the··rec-ord:s·made··by the stud,ents··of"'the·two· groups ·and based on the 
following weights: 
A=4 points 
B= 3 points 
C 
·-
2 points 
D 
-
1 point 
F 
-
0 points 
12 
All courses which used the accepted five-point grade system were included 
in computing the over-all grade point averages. 
· Statistics Involved 
The Pearson.,..Product Moment Method was used to compute· the zero-order 
correlation coefficients ··between the criterion and each test and between 
each test and every other test. In Chapter V these results are· presented 
in a correlation matrix for each sex. ' 
The Wherry-Doolittle Method of Test Selection was used to select the 
best combination of tests for-- counseling purposes and for purposes of 
prediction of·a·stud~-'·s· proba·bl:e··success--·±n ·th·e· academic program. as 
outli:nerd ·by--the·-C-ollege of"··Edu:eatron~ .... By·th±s··--method the multiple cor-
' ' ., 
· relations and· we±ght·s·were "C"Omput·ed·--0f·or· ·the --groups·· and ·the tests of the 
. ' ·--·battery,were ··analytim1lly··seie·cted''"and::added~·one·a:t--··a time :until a maximum 
R · was· obtained·.· ·-·From··this:--a--multipl:e·--re-gres·si-on·· equati·on was · developed 
fronrwhich··tlre·"c-rite·rion·can· be· ·pre-dicted·wit'h the· greatest possible 
,· 
·The r·e·sult·s,ami,,,ana'lys±s,·in°·a:ddition to··a:··more qetailed discussion 
of the method used is presented in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER III 
TEST BATTERY 
This -chapter is devoted to the test battery used in this investigation. 
Discussions have -been included concerning the reliability, validity, stand-
ardization, ·and·ncrms of the various tests. Al:s-0 incluqed· is a summary of 
· the opinions of prominent ·test experts as· found in Buros I Mental Measure-
ments Yearbooks-. 
Cooperative School·!!!!, College Ability :T,Etst:s -~ (SCAT) 
The··principa:l aim of' :the $OAT· ·,j:s·:to··a;,j:d· ·±n·th'Er e·~tmation of a 
· · ·student·•s ·capa·city·to··,undertake···additiona'l s·chooling~ ·· The test consists 
of·-four" p9:rts· designed--to·measure the following skills: 
Part· 1 - getting the,··meaning o:f -isolated sentences. 
· Part· II - performing· numerical ··rromputat:ixms rapidly. 
Part III - associating meanings ·of isolated words. 
Part IV - solving a:rithmet·±c· problems-~ 
Parts· I and-III are· -c·mnbined· t·o:--obta:in-a verbal (V) score"arrl· Parts II 
and· IV to obtain a·quantitative·· {Q) S'eore;, The addition· of a-11 ~our parts 
yields a total (T) S'Core·. T-µe ·t±me :-required for·adnrlnistrati-on is approx-
imately· on"e' ·hour-· and f±fte·en-lil±m:rt·EfS. 
The SCAT Manual f2!:. Interpreting Scoresl suggests the following ways 
to us-e the test: 
1 SCAT Manual for Interpreting Scores, (Princeton, 1957), p. 6. 
1. Identifying a student who is especially advanced or retarded in 
abilities needed for the next higher level of schooling. 
2. Suggesting the level of instruction appropriate to the needs of 
the individual. 
3. Compa:ring a student's abilities as measured by SCAT with his 
achievement in, school courses, in ·order to identify and to help the 
over or under achiever. 
4. Gro1.1ping students of similar levels of ability for purposes 
of instruction. 
5. Guiding .. a student·toward appropriate academic goals and cotir'ses 
·,1;o' 
by encouraging him to consider his present developed abilities in making 
future· academic plans. 
6. Giving parents a realistic and straightforward estinate of a 
· student-'S' capac±tyfor--t,he·,next level of'"auattemic ·· work.;· 
7. · Studying,the·de-velopment· of a·student 1·s·ability over a period 
of-· year-s-~ 
At--the ·c·ollege·i'resmnan 'l:evel·in·e-,,test··is avai:lable in Forms 1A and 
lB. ·· Thes·e ·tests are const-ruqted in the ·same manner·--and µirported to be 
equal in- difficulty-. 
The reliability coefficients listed in the SCAT Technical Report are 
computed· by-int·ernal -analysis.· No t·est-retest ·correlations or alternate 
form correlations have· been ·obtained. Table ·II ·reflects ttre· reliability 
coeffi·ci-ents---for· F·orms lA ·and··2A de-sigred··for·use· at'-the college freshman 
and higJ::lc-s·chooi -s·enior level-a; 'respectively~-- - The· --Ifoder-R±chardson formula 
was· used to esttmate all reliabilities--·-and-the· stc3I1Q.ard· error of measure-
ment. Ref·erence to- Table' II will shm ·that-·in··every instance the 
:/: 
Form 
1A 
2A 
Grade 
13 
11 
TABLE II2 
RELIABILITIES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT FOR 
VERBAL, QUANTITATIVE, AND TOTAL RAW SCORES FOR 
FORMS 1A AND 2A. 
Number of 
Examinees 
·score Number of 
Items 
Reliability Standard Error 
of Measurement 
612 V 60 .92 3.26 
Q 50 .93 2.80 
T 110 .95 4.29 
2,292 V 60 .92 3.27 
Q 50 .90 2.86 
T 110 .95 4.34 
2 SCAT Technical Report, (Princeton, 1957) p. ll. 
I-' 
VI 
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relia·bility coefficient is -greater than .90 with the total score in both 
instances .95. 
Unfortunately, there are no completed validity studies reported in 
. ' 
the· manual. The val:itlity ·can ·only be inferred by the it ems appsaring in 
the test and their relevance to the test. However, validity studies are 
presently being conducted and are slated to be published upon completion 
in a supplemental report·. Hanford M. Fowler3 reports that a preview of 
these studies indicates favorable· re·sults: the reported validity coef-
ficients are· as high or higher· than- similar c·oefficient s reported for 
other tests~ It is his· feeling that· t);le SCAT shows ·promise of being an 
efficient'"1I1easwe·· of ·future · 'flchol:a·stic success. 
· The standardizati·on program--,a·s· presented in the manual reflects great 
care· on the part· nf the ·authors·t·o obtain a.truly representative national 
·sample.· Norms ·are ·pres·ented .. ·by .. grade·--for"the··iJlt·erpretation of scores of 
· ···the individual .. student· and·s·cho·ol: mean· norms fore interpretation of nean 
· scores··of·a group·of-student.--s·,f·or-··grades···four· .. tbrough·twelve. For the 
college normstre· sampling pI"ogranFdrewtwelve· ·students· f'rcm grade 13 and 
twelve from grade 14 in 120· different ·colleges· ·over· the United States. 
Stratifi~ati·on of ·t'he sample· was accomplished through classification 
by regions· {North, South, and far-West) and· clas-sification of types of 
colleges (two-:.;;.yea;r and-four-year). ·This was done· in an ,effort to :i,:artially 
compensat·e·:·f-or-the di.f·fererrce ±n s±zes .. of the colleges* 
The norm tables ··pre1rent· percent0±le .. bands· "for each ·s·core interv~l, the 
higher· band corre·spon:iing-to-a s·core ·ahout · one··standard error of measurement 
3 Oscar K. Buros, Fifth Mental Measurements' Yearbook (New Jersey, 
1959), p. 451. 
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above the midpoint of the interval and the lower correspon::l.ing to a score 
about one standard error of measurement below the midpoint., This is to 
impress the user with the fallibility of such an instrument and the caution 
necessary in the interpretation thereof. 
Fowler4 and Frederick P. Davis5 present their opinions of the SCAT 
in the Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook. In essence they are in agree-
ment as to the strong features of SCAT, citing such things as the attractive 
brochure which presents adequate directions for administration, the straight-
forward scoring of the SCAT, the use of :i:e rcentile bands in order to call 
attention to the error inherent in the instrument, discussion relating to 
the meaningful·interpretation, and ·the high reliability coefficients. 
Both men feel thatthemost"serious·l±mitation lies in the lack of 
validation. However; a supplementalreport·which·should at least µ,.rtially 
remedy the situation should·beappearing·±n···the· n-ear·futur·e~ · Further 
questions·were raised regarding·the h±gh intercorrelation coefficients 
between quantitative and· verbal scores, ·and the amount of time required 
to administer the· SCAT. Davis feels that the SCAT will be moderately 
useful for many-educatiorral purposes but ·probablYnot · as usefu:l. for one 
particular purpose, · For example, Davis is· of the opinion that grades are 
a better index for prediction than a SCAT score. 
Ne:1.son-DennyReading Test 
This test· consists of·two µi:rts, a test of· vocabuJ.ary and a test of 
paragra·ph meaning, and yields these two scores plus a total score o The 
4 
5 
Ibid., p. 451-453. 
Ibiq.., p. 450-451. 
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vocabulary test is a 100-itern multiple choice test, and the comprehension 
test is a 36-item test consisting of nine paragraphs, each followed by 
four comprehensive questions. 
According to the manual of directions, the test serves a three-fold 
.. 
purpose: 
1. To predict probable sw cess in college. 
2~ To section incoming college or high school classes. 
3. To aid in the diagnosis of students I diffi. cultie s. 
The test is available in Forms A and B, -which are constructed in the same 
manner and purported to be·equa·l in ·difficulty. The entire test requires 
thirty minute-s for administration: , ten ·minutes for·the vocabulary section 
and twe·nty-minutes· for the paragraph test. 
The reliability -coefficient was ·determined by the alternate form 
method. Form A, follcwed by Form B, was administered to 171 college 
freshmen~ Standard deviations -of·scores 0 were 21. ?and 22.2 for Forms A 
and B, respectively. The correlation between ·the two forms of the test 
is .91 plus or minus the standard error of .01. 
Other than cont·ent validity, the--manual has little to say regarding 
the validity of the test. The authors list their SOU' ces of vocabulary as: 
1. · Thorndike Word List. 
2. Horn's Basic Writing Vocabulary. 
3. Vari·ous Tests. 
Four hundred words· were selected from the Thorndike List and Horn I s 
Basic Writing Vocabulary, and 200 additional· words were taken from various 
tests not enume·rated by ·the ·author • Five definitions, one of which was 
correct, were assigned to these 600 words,·arid the words were then divided 
into three groups of 200 items each. All of them were administered to 
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approximately 390 students representing all of the four college classes. 
A number of high school students were also included in this group. The 
frequency of error for each item was determined, and from the initial 600-
word list 200 were chosen, 100 of which appear in each form of the test. 
The items appearing· in Form A of the test are purported to be of a 
difficulty equal··to-those in Form B. ··The items are arranged in order 
of increasing difficulty. 
The procedure for the selections appearing in the paragraph test 
was ·similar. Twenty.;..seven 200"'-word selections which supposedly rep-
resent various types of reading matter·were chos·en with the following 
ideas in mind: · 
1. · T·he reading would not require a·cquaintance with a technical 
voca bnla:ry-. · · 
2. • The general ch0aract-er -of the reading is that which a student is 
likely ·to meet in college work • 
The:s-e··-se':1:,-ect±ons were ·administered to 450 students, and eighteen 
· selections were finally--chosen:, nine of which ap·pear in each test fonn. 
The only cla±m for -congruent- validity that· -appears · in the manual is 
the statement that ·one form of ·the ·te·st"aild the s-cores of· an objective 
-child psychology-test corre·lated • 70 plus· or minus .04. · Thus the author 
claims ·the test ·is capable ·of ·predict'ing college success. 
The-manual of instructions is quite limit ed--wi th regard· to standardi-
zation and-norms. Twt:r·tables-- refi::ect-the··norms·:· one· for· senior high 
· school students · an::i one· for college and university students. There· is 
virtually nu-infomration about how·these norms· ·were ·established, i.e., 
the standardization procedures, the size of the normative groups, the 
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characteristics of the group. This seriously limits the user since there 
is no way to ·determine the- applicability of the norms to the group con-
cerned. · If the test· were· to be used to ·any great extent, the only alter-
native would·be to establ±sh·norms applicable to the population involved. 
·· Ivan A~ Booker6 and Hans C. Gordon? are favorably impressed with the 
Nelson-Denny Reading Test, citing s~ch advantages as careful item con-
struction, selection·and diff'iculty gradat·ion, equated alternate forms, 
and reliability coefficients of approximately .90. 
The considered limitations·includeno correction·for wrong answers, 
· too ·restrictive time· li1llits, ·and" the pos·sibility·ofha-ving en:c-ountered the 
reading material in previous ·c·ourse work. 
Essential High School -Content Battery (EHSCB) 
The Essential High· School Content ~Battery ·is ·designed t·o· be a compre-
hensi ve battery of .. high school· achievement ·t-ests ;-- ·±nc·luding four basic 
areas: ma:the-mati"c·s, s·cience, social··studie-s, and· Engli·sh. The test appears 
in alternate forms, AM ·and·BM,--and···requires·five cias-s periods for admin-
istration. 
-·The prima:ry·intention· of··the battery is ·based··on- the premise that 
·"t·here· is a c·onnnon·body-·of·knowledges -am··skills--which it is· reasonable 
to expect a hi·gh· s·chool graduate ·t·o- posse·ss • ·• • to provide continuing 
measures• of ·the'·· student·'·s ·· growth and ·development with-respect to these 
knowledges-and skills. 118 . 
. 6 Oscar K. Buros, Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook, (New Jersey, 
l953), pp. 544 - 545. 
7 Oscar K. Buros, The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements Yearbook, 
(New Jersey, 1941), pp. 357-358. 
B David P. Harry and Walter N. Durost, Essential High School Content 
Battery Manual of Directions, (New York, 1951), p. 1. 
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The reliability infonnation contained in the manual is quite extensive. 
It presents the reliability coefficients, using Ue split-half and alternate-
form methcxis. Tables III and IV, taken from the manual, best reflect the 
coefficients. Table III shows that in only one instance was the reliability 
· coefficient .90 or·above by using the alternate-form. method. Table III 
also reflects the standard error of neasurement ~ which: .. iit a .measure~ o.f re-
liability to be exJ}' cted of an individual score.· The chances are about 
two out of three that an ·individual I s sc·ore 'Will ·not vary from his true 
score more than the amount indicated by the·· standard e·rror of measurement. 
Table IV is a breakdown of the eight parts "Of the English Test and their 
· reliability· c·oef ficients. · The· higtrest·· cuef'f'ic±ent ·,reflected· by Table IV 
is Part·R in Grade 10 ( .78}, vmich,is· hardly high·enough ·to be relied upon 
for·· individual ceuns-eling. · 
The· validity· pres"0nted·±nthe··ma--nual deals with curricular validity. 
An· a:nalys±s--wa-s--c-onducted· -of ·the··instruct·ional:-rns;terials and ·authoritative 
pronounc'E!ments·-±n the various ·:fields·. · The···justifi:cat±on of the ;Lteins in-
f 
eluded were based ·on ·the ··frequency-·of· inclusion in commonly used textbodks 
·and· expert jud·gment· as ·t·o· importance. 
The authorsll point out what· they consider to be limitations of this 
validity: 
l. The impossibility to measure all of the important outcomes in 
·any··area·. 
2. The -restrictions pla·ced on a··machine,; . .:scored· test. 
3 •. The· fact that t-ests :desigre·d to ·discriminate well ·even among the 
·top high school seniors will :appear undtti? diffi·cult for ninth graders. 
11 Ibid., p. 2. 
TABLE III9 
SPLIT-HALF (r11) AND ALTERNATE-FORM (rAB) RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS, BY SEPARATE GRADE LEVELS 
GRADE 10 GRADE 11 GRADE 12 
TEST N rAB rll SE N rAB r11 SE N rAB Meas. Meas. 
Mathematics 114 .85 .87 4.2 101 .92 .93 4.2 96 .87 
Science 297 .67 .76 5.1 268 .78 .89 3.8 252 .81 
Social Studies 176 .83 .88 4.7 151 .87 .90 4.1 145 .84 
English 215 .86 .90 4.1 181 .87 .90 3.0 119 .85 
Total Battery 157 
-
.95 2.6 113 - .95 2.7 155 -
9 Ibid., p. 15. 
rll 
.95 
.89 
.88 
.91 
.96 
SE 
Meas. 
3.9 
4.5 
4.1 
3.6 
2.4 
I\) 
I\) 
TABLE IvlO 
ALTERNATE-FORM RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR PARTS A-H OF ENGLISH TEST 
Reliability Coefficients 
PART 
Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
N = 215 N = 181 N = 120 
--
A. Reading for Inforne.tion ~53 .49 • .38 
B. Vocabulary • 6.3 • 7.3 .70 
C. · ·Bus!re ss., Definitions .36 .46 .36 
... 
D • . · Use .of 0 Ref erence s .47 .48 .58 
E. Literature Acquaintance .52 .62 .58 
F. Language Usage .55 .62 • 5.3 
G. Capitalization --and Punctuation .61 .60 .62 
H. Spelling .78 .72 .76 
I 
10 Ib!,t4. 
i·:.:}. . ~ 
The norms are presented in percentiles. At the end of the school year 
1950 the test was administered to 46,000 students in 288 high schools from 
35 states. Data were determined which made it possible to decide whether 
the group was actually representative of ·the total ·population of which it 
is a sample. These data are··reflected in Table V. 
TABLE v12 
DATA CONCERNING SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS WHICH PERMIT 
APPRAISAL OF EHSCB NORMATIVE GROUP 
Grade 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Number of 
Case·s 
10,700 
11,870 
10,850 
9 9-60 , ", ,. 
·Medii1'- Median 
Term.art- Cp.ronolog-
' McNemar IQ ical Age 
100.64 15-1 
102.77 15-11 
103.64 16-11 
105.77 17-11 
······The·normative .. ·data··-were.,-comput-e·d·in-·t,erms··oi'··various geographical 
divisions · of··the c-ount-ry-·ia:nd·•weight0e"d ·su·that ... they are· ·based ·on a group 
·whose distribu:tion·corre·s·pond'S··closely-to ·the·nattunal ·high· s·chool pop-
ulation·. Normattve· data· ·by· ·grade a:nd .. test· .. are-- -presented ·for· total school 
population:, stu::ients··taking-a-eadfflllic and scientific courses, and students 
taking· c-ommercial· and· general cours-e-s. 
Herbert· S~- Conradl3 ·and J.·-Th'omas·:H-astingsl4 c·ommend,the·test authors 
Off the· ex:cellent ··-presentation of dataO ·the· meaningful interpretation and 
' ' ' ' , ' , 
12
- ·Ibid~, p. 10. 
13 Oscar K.· Buros ,- ,FourtfrMental:·Measurements Yearbook, pp. 18-24. 
14 Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
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the careful item selection. Several questions were voiced relating to the 
absence of intercorrelations between tests, standard deviations of difference 
scores, and the relevance of some of the itemso 
Harry A. Passow15 further poirt s out the fact that there is no 
correction made for guessing. He is comerned, too, with the somewhat 
low reliability coefficients, more p:trticularly those reflected by the 
English Test. Passow is of the opinion that the English Test could have 
been improved with more stress on communication and less on formal grammar. 
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Invent or,;y 
This inventory consists of 150 iterns "designed to reflect the attitudes 
of teachers· toward pupil-'teacher rela·tioro arrl includes fi: ve basic areas: 
1. Moral status of children in the opinion of adults. 
2. Disciplire and·· problems of ·conduct in the classroom ar.d else-
where and methods· employe-d: in dealing· wi.th"·such problems. 
J. Principles of ·child·development ·8l'rd behavior related to ability, 
achievement, learning,, motivation, and personality~ 
4. Principles of education related to philosophy, curriculum, arrl 
administration. 
5. Personal reactions of teachers, likes ani · dislikes, soµrces of 
irritation. 
The manual suggests that· the inventory may be used· for too selection 
of· students for teacher preparation, and the selection of teachers for both 
teaching and student couns·eling positi ans. 
15 Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
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No investigations are mentioned which deal with the validity of 
the test in predicting academic ·success. All validation studies cited 
in the manual deal with the· prediction of the type of social atmosphere 
a teacher will maintain in the classroom. The test is included in this 
battery to determine "Whether there is a relationship between attitudes 
expressed and the student's success in the first year program of the 
College of Education. 
A -great deal· of time and effort went into the development of the 
inventory. The manual describes in detail t·he experimental tryouts and 
presents ·reliability coefficients for the experimental forms based on 
three ·criteria: principals'· ratings, pupils1··ratings, and experts I ratings. 
Upon completion -of· Fornr A, ·tnree,0 methods .. ·of ·s·coring··were · devised, from 
which the· one yielding···the .. ·h:tghest· ··split;;;.hal:f ·re-lia:bilit-y ·coefficient of 
• 93 was -selected·. 
··· The,,development· oi'·the·te-st .. ·imrludedtwo ·experimental·forms, X-164 
· and X;.239, from· which· result·ed·th-e- published · Form A. The· ±t·ems appearing 
in ·F·orm ,A -were selected according to: 
1. - Their power to discriminate between suec-essful and unsuccessful 
'teachers·. 
2. The extent to ·which item responses are influenced by- educational 
courses-. 
3. · The extent .. t-0· whicfr·ea .. ch ±tem response is influenced by ex-
perienc·e. 
4. The- ·extent·t·o whi-ch the content· of .. one ·item ·duplicated another. 
5. Clarity of the statement. 
6. Consistency of response patterns of superior and inferior 
teachers .16 
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Of the 150 items appearing in Form A, 129 were taken from experimental 
Form X-164 arrl. 21 from Form X-239. 
Two studies, the South Caroli.ra Study arrl. the Missouri Stuiy, were 
conducted to further check the validity of Form A. The South Carolina 
Study yielded an R of • 63 when the three criteria were combined, i.e., 
principals I ratings, pupils I ratings, ar:d experts I ratings~ The correlation 
coefficient obtained from t·he · composite criterion in the Missouri Study is 
.46, somewhat lower than that ·of ·the Ca:rolim Study. 
Norms are presented--:for·-high school seniors, university freshmen, 
graduate stu:i ents in educatiun:, ··ami ·exper·±errc·ed teachers. Table VI re-
fleets the various norm·group,sa:mples, the·number of cases ·per sample, 
arrl themeanseores and ·standard· deviations ·of- the· samples.· 
When the norm· groups- for ·experienced teachers was det~rmined, a 
stratified random sample was- selectedfrom·theteacher population in 
Minnesot·a:, -and analysis ·of variance· and c·o~varianc e- t-echnique s were 
applied to determine the signif·i-cance of such factors as· experience, 
amount of -post-high school· education,· size of ·the community in which the 
· teacher is· employed, ·grade le-vel taught-,- am subjects taught. 
Two :reviews of ·th·e Minnes·ota -Teacher· Attitude Invent-cry· appear in the 
Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook. Both Dwight Arnoldl 7 am Lee J. 
Cronbach18 agree that careful and extensive study- went into the preparation 
16 Walter W. Cook, Carroll H. Leeds, and Robert Callis, Minnesota 
Teacher· Attitui'e ·Inventury:Manual, (New Yor;t<, 1951), p. 13. 
17 
18 
Buros:, Fourth Mental Measurenents Yearbook, pp. 797-798. 
Ibid., pp. 798-799. 
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TABLE VI19 
NORMATIVE GROUP SAMPLES OF MINNESOTA TEACHER ATTITUDE INVENTORY: NUMBER OF 
CASES PER SAMPLE, THE .MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH SAMPLE. 
Norm Group Number Mean Standard 
Deviation 
High School Seniors 122 12.8 31.6 
University Freshmen 384 4.8 28.9 
Beginning Education Juniors 
Early Childhood 134 65.9 29.8 
Elementary 228 59.5 26.3 
Secondary 
Academic 136 48.3 29.3 
Nonacademic 238 44.1 27.1 
Graduating Education Seniors 
Early Childhood 108 80.4 22.6 
Elementary 150 77.4 24.7 
Secondary 
Academic 237 67.8 24.3 
· Nonacademic 185 63 .3 25.4 
Graduate Students in Education 200 64.0 33.3 
Experienced Teachers 
Elementary Teachers 
(Systems with more than 
21 Teachers) 
2 years training 249 40.1 37.2 
4 years training 247 55.1 36.7 
Secondary Teachers 
(Academic) 
4 years training 264 24.7 40.6 
5 years training 218 40.8 39.5 
Secondary Teachers 
(Nonacademic) 
4 years training 98 9.7 42.7 
5 · years training 70 28.9 36.5 
19 Harry and Durost, pp. 8 and 9. ( Taken from info nnati on in 
Tables 1 and 2.) 
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. and development of the inventory. However, both reviewers caution against 
placing much faith in the inventory- until considerably more investigation 
of its validity-can be com,pleted. 
Arnold·--empha.si·zes a· v-ery evident· limitation: none of the data 
presented in the na:rrual ·involves studies of scores ma.de by stu:l.ents in 
or before teacher training in relation to success later in teaching. 
A further critical issue arises men examining the norm tables -
see Table· VL The mean score of students is about 30 to 45 points higrer 
than the ire an score of experienced teachers. This raises several qm Stions: 
1. Which attitudes are moot desirable: ·those of student. s or those 
of- experienced· ·teachers? 
2. Will these, discrepan·cies a·ppear in other groups? 
3. If ·they do, then· either· the"·invent·ory· :is -of ·no value:, the teacher 
education programs are unre~listic ,··or experienced teacrers ·have undesirable 
attitudes. 
Summary 
For· .. purpose·s· of this··stu·dy· t·he SCAT is used as ·-a measure of aptitude, 
the Essential High School Content Battery·and the Nelson ... Denny Reading Test 
·as· measures· ·of· aehievement--±n thec:c0cmtent0 ·:area-s·--ment·ioned ·above, and tre 
Minnesota Teacher Attitude ·fnvent·ory·as·-s:·111ea·sure·--of:attitui es toward 
· teacher-pupil r·elations"hips·. · With' th·e·-except±on of· th:r Minnesota Teacher 
· Attitude l'nvent·ory;· the·tests---o:t·thts-~batt·ery--·are ·desigred tcr·aid in the 
prediction of a· ·stud=ent·,1·s··a·ca-d-emie abil±t-y··in ttre···vari:'ous c·ontept area. 
The Minnesota·TeacherAttitude··Irrvent--ory""i-s--d-es'i:gned--to predict the type 
of social atmosphere the teacher will maintain in the classroom. Since 
this study is based on students 'Who enrolled in a program of teacher 
education, it is possible that attitudes expressed might also bear a 
relationship to academic ai ccess in the program. For this reason the 
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory is included in the study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A great deal ··of research has been conducted along the line of pre-
diction. Almost every 'imaginable factor· ·bearin-g even a slight rel a ti on-
ship-with ·academi·c succ·ess has bec-ome· the· i'oca·l point of ·investigation. 
The present study·is:concerned·with the· factors··of aptitude,· achievement, 
and attit1:1d.e'· as-·indices··of,·academi:c··'Succ-e·ss-·thr-ough·t:te ·fre·shman year in 
the C·olle·ge· of· Educat±on·at· ttie Oklahoma ,state University·. The' '1>pecific 
tests··involved· are ·the· SCAT, the Nelson-Denny··Re-ading- Test·, the Essential 
High School Content· Battery, ·arrl:--the,,·Minnesuta--Teach·er· Att·itude Inventory. 
·· · This ·chapter will be·devoted--to··previcms ·studie~ re·lated· to th~se and 
simil~r tests. 
· SCAT and Its Predecessor the ACE 
--- , __
The· Co·operative··School and· C-olle-ge Abil.itytTests 1_, (SCAT)- has recently 
superseded the· American· Council on·Educa:ti:·cm-Psyc·hologicaJ.···Examination (ACE), 
. ' 
and as yet very· few··val±dity, 'Studtes· are .. ·a.vaiia:bl.e··on·the SCAT. On the 
basis· of·the±r·similarity ·in· content···and· purpose,· studies utilizing the ACE 
will a:lso· be · inc-hrl e-d: ±n· the ··-revie1w of literatur-e-. 
·The ACE ·iir bast-caiiy· c·onsi:dered ·a -s·chulastic · aptitude --test • · However, 
it contains parts- which. are '"C-Onsi·dered· ·essentially· .achievement·: the com-
pletion -t·e'St and--th-e,-ari:thmet±c rea-s-oni:ng·t-e·st~ · The·ACE·has·--bee·n found to 
· correlate ·between t·otal"test· B'cores--a·nd··fre-shman"·-grade··po±ntaverage about 
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.45. Traxler1 has conducted a rather. extensive study comparing the ACE 
and the SCAT as to difficulty and value for predicting school marks. 
The SCAT is intended to aid in estimating tre capacities of stu:l.ents 
to undertake addit·ional schooling. · ·Frederick Davis2 is of tre · opinion 
that SCAT will be less useful f·or prediction of academic success than 
would marks in previous ·grades of schooling. Traxler3 state~ that the 
"SCAT is mat is ·known in Educational Testing Service parlance as a t!:'st 
of developed ·ability • 11 
According to Traxler 1 s ·studyth·ere·is ·no true·'Inarked difference be-
tween the SCAT and·the·ACE-·withregardto difficulty: SCAT quantitative is 
a little ·easier: than the ACE·quantitat±ve, SCAT ,verbal and ACE lip.guistic 
are comparably difficuit··with' SCAT being·-perhaps a bit more difficult, arrl 
the· total sc·ores-- of· ea'Ch ·:test··are···cumpa.rable. 
As to their· re1ative ·predict·ive· value, Traxler ran 108 correlations: 
eighteen--·set·s··of···correlattorrs .. ··were···obtainedwith ·English marks,· eighteen 
set-s· with· marks· in· ·mathe-na:ti"C·s·; ·· and· ·e±·-ghteen- -s·ets·· with ·average: marks • It 
. is interesting· to "'ll'Ote· .. ·the·· existing· re:latiomhips. The" SCAT. verbal and 
ACE linguistic were found .. to---be 0 c-equa<tly·effecti,re in ·predicting· Eµglish 
marks,· each ·yielding r's of .53. · ·seAT·q~antitativa-· ·s·eems··to··hol~' a slight 
margin· '<i>ver AG:E · quantitative-.. ±n· predi"ct:in g ·mathematic-s ·-grades, yielding a 
median r of .45 as ·com.pa-red to .35~for ,the ACE. SCAT··t·otal again holds a 
1 Arthur E. Traxler, "Should SCAT Scat ACE?" Edu,catiom 1 Records 
Bulletin, LXVI! (1956), 51-63. 
2 
· Buros; ·Fi-fth ,Mental:· Measarements Yearbook, p. 450. 
3 Traxler, 11Should SCAT Scat ACE?" p. 53. 
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slight margin over ACE total in predicting average narks, with a median r 
of .52 as com:µ3.red to .48 for ACE. Based on the above results, which were 
obtained from 587 students in five schools, Traxler concluded that the ACE 
and SCAT are equally-effective· in predict·ing school success. 
North4 also conducted a study comparing the ACE and SCAT with sp,cial 
emphasis on reliabilities, intercorrelations and correlati.. ons -with dja gnostic 
tests. In his Study North used test results for 600 schools ~ich had 
administered both the SCAT, Form J..A, and the ACE, 1948 College Freshman 
Edition, to a total group of 184 tenth grade pupils and 153 twelfth grade 
pupils in the fall of 1955. Table VII reflects the reliability estimates 
North obtained when using the Spearman-Brown formula far estinla,ting reliability. 
TABLE VII5 
SPEARMAN-BROWN RELIABILITY ESTIMATES FOR SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ABILITY TESTS,, 
FORM lA, AND THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYClIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, 
1948 COLLEGE FRESHMAN EDITION, BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE 1955 FALL 
TESTING PROGRAM . 
Test·Score Grade 10 Grade 12 (184 Pupils) ( 153 Pupils) . 
SCAT ACE SCAT ACE 
Verbal (SCAT) or Linguistic (ACE) ~89 .93 .92 .96 
Quantitative .88 .90 .93 .92 
Total .93 .94 .94 .97 
4 Robert D. North, "Comparison of SCAT and ACE,'' Educational Records 
Bulletin, L)(VII (1956), 65-72. 
5 Ibid. , p. 67. 
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One will note that these estimates indicate that the ACE test scores tend 
to be slightly- more reliable except in tre quantitative area at the twelfth 
grade level • 
Table VIII reflects the intercorrelations of the SCAT scores and the 
ACE scores based on the results from the 1955 independent school te~ting 
program. 
TABLE VIII6 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF THE SCORES OF 'IHE SCAT, FORM lA, AND THE ACE, 1948 
COLIEGE FRESHMAN EDITION, BASED ON RESULTS OF 1955 FALL TESTING PROORAM. 
Test Score 
Verbal or Linguistic 
vs·. Quantitative 
Verbal or Linguistic 
vs. Total 
Quantitative vs. Total 
Grade 10 
(184 Pupils) 
SCAT ACE 
.53 .54 
.88 .92 
.87 .83 
Grade 12 
· (153 Pupils) 
SCAT ACE 
.55 
.90 ~94 
.86 .80 
One·· may-,rrot-i·c·e-that- · the· •tnt,e·I"COl'reiati:ons·-are"·nth er 'high w.it h ·the highest 
. ones be·mg:· betwe·em0• verba·l···or- lingu±-st±'C-·ami ··t-ot;-al sc-ore·; .. 
In oTder to- better determine · th"e" efficiency· ·of· differential pre-
diction· North used the• ·results" reflect··ed- in· Tables VII -and VIII and , . 
comJllte-d:00thce· estimate ct ·reliability"' •of· differenc·e · between ··the · verbal and 
· quantitat-ive- SCAT · scores, ·and· ]±n-guisti-·c· and· quantitative . A:CE ·-score s • The 
· est±nated· rel'ia·bili:ty- 0of diff·er-enue· ·betwe-err verbal.-·-an d -quantitative SCAT 
i-s • ?6 ·at ·t,h e tenth grade leve·J: ·-and ~-83 at th e ·twelfth -grade level ; 
6 Ibid., p. 69 
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between the ACE linguistic and qi antitati ve scores it is .82 at the tenth 
grade level and .86 at the twelfth grade level. It, therefore, appears 
that the ACE has a slight margin over the SCAT at both levels with respect 
to reliability of difference between scores on the two tests. 
According to North's study, the SCAT verbal scores correlate with 
ACE linguistic scores • 78 at the tenth· grade level and .83 at the twelfth 
grade level, the SCAT quantitative correlates with ACE quantitative .65 
at the tenth grade level and .75 at the twelfth grade level, ar:d the 
SCAT total c·orrela:tes with the ACE total .81 at·the tenth grade level and 
.85 at the twelfth grade level. 
When correlated with the-Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section, 
Fonn F, the SCAT verbal correlated· .74 at the t·enth grade level ani • 75 
at the twelfth grade level, whereastfreACEl±nguistic correlated .79 and 
.80 at· the 0 tenth-and twelfttr,gradelevels; resp'ectively. 
A· further investi·gation··wa:s· conduct.ed byN·orth7 wherein he compared 
the-1955 and·-1956 falltesting program·s. Inaddi.tionhe ccmpg.red the 
correlations of the SCAT and ACE· with the Wechsler---BelJe vue IQ I s for a 
small group of pupils ·in one ·±ndependeht school. 
Even though the group.s· t·ested ±n 1956 were somewhat smaller than 
the groups tested in 1955, the medians for·tpe two programs are quite 
similar: total sc·ore,·mecdian for 1955 group, grade nine, is 289 .o as · 
compared to 293 .9 for ·the 1956 group;- at·tre t:enth·grade· l'0vel, 295.2 
for the· 1955 group as compare·d -with 297 .o for 1956; at the-twelfth grade 
level the median total ·score· for the 1955 group·was 304 .6 as compared to 
7 Robert D. North, "Further Report on SCAT, 11 Educational Records 
Bulletin, LXIX (1957), 60-62. 
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302.8 for the 1956 group. This is evidence that indeperrlent school norms, 
when based on groups of several hundred or more pupils, tend to be quite 
stable. 
Table IX reflects the correlations of scores on the SCAT and the ACE 
with IQ I s on the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. One may note that 
the highest correlation with the Wechsler-Bellevue full scale IQ is • 78 
yielded by the ACE total score. The SCAT total scores have only a moderate 
correlation of .56 with the Wechsler-Bellevue Full Scale IQ. 
TABLE rx8 
CORREIATIONS OF SCORES ON THE SCAT, FORM lA, AND THE ACE, 1948 COLLEGE FRESH-
MAN EDITION, WITH IQ 1S ON THE WECHSLER-BELLEVUE INTELLIGENCE SCALE 
FOR TWENTY-THREE NINTH GRADE PUPILS IN ONE INDEPENDEN-ir SCHOOL 
SCAT ACE SCAT ACE SCAT ACE 
Wechsler-Bellevue Test Verbal Ling11istic Quant. Quant. Total Total 
Verbal IQ .41 .49 .71 .65 .67 .76 
Performance IQ .13 .06 .36 .62 .30 .52 
Full Scale IQ .37 .33 .56 .75 .56 .78 
Manual9 conducted an invest·igat·ion at,the University of Texas re-
garding aptitude te·sts for college admis·sions. · In the· fall of 195 5 some 
1,500 freshmen were a:dmi:nistered the SCAT, the Test of Word~Number Ability, 
and the ETS Cooperative<English Test A. 
Intercorrelations ·,were· computed· between· the tests and zero-order cor-
relatiops were determined between·the test·s and grade point average at the 
g Ibid~:, p. 61 
9 Herschel T. Manual, 11:Aptitude Tests for College Admissions, 11 
Fourteenth Yearbook: National Council on Measurements Used in Education, 
(New Jersey, 1957), 20-27. - ---
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end of the freshman year. The Word-Number Total reflected the highest 
correlation coefficient of • 61 with grade point average and the Word-
Number verbal correlated .57. The SCAT verbal, quantitative, and total 
correlated .54, .50, and .58, respectively. When the various tests were 
averaged and the averages correlated with grade point, the average of the 
total SCAT and total Word-Number Test yielded the highest correlation 
coefficient of .62. 
A further predictive comr:arison was offered in the form of high school 
rank and grade point average at the end of·the freshman year. The results, 
presented in Table X, indicate that high school rank was probably the best 
predictor. 
TABLE xlO 
COMPARISON OF HIGH SCHOOL RANK AND GRADE POINT AVERAGE AT THE END OF THE 
FRESHMAN YEAR IN COLLEGE 
High School Rank According 
to Quartiles 
First Quartile Stu:lents 
Second Qrartile Students· 
Third Quartile Students 
Fourth Quartile Students 
Grade Point Average 
Fre.shman Year in College 
1.65 
1.06 
.75 
.62 
(A equals 3 points; B equals 2 points; C equals 1 point; D and F equal 
O points) 
Frick's studyll yielded a correlati·on of · .48 ·between grades and the 
ACE. It is interesting to note that with the addition of the Minnesota 
10 Ibid., p. 23. 
11 J. W. Frick, 11 Improving the Prediction of Academic Use of the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Persooality Inventory, 11 Journal .9f.. Applied Psychology, 
XXXIX (1955), 49-52. 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory, he obtained a multiple R of .64. 
In their study of male veterans and non-veterans, Frederiksen and 
Schraderl2 found that high school marks correlated best with the first 
year college grades yielding an r of .57; ACE fell slightly lower in 
predictive value with an r of .47. When combined, these measures pro-
duced a multiple R of .60 for veterans and .68 for non-veterans. 
Stonel3, in 1954, reported the results of a predictive study at 
Brigham Young University and again ·f·ound high school grades to be a 
better predictor than the -- ACE or ·the Cooperative General Culture Test. 
Berdiel4reported a correlation coefficient of .56 between high 
school rercentile rank and fre·shman·honor point ratio for engineering 
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- students and· a correlation of .21 between ACE total score and honor point 
ratio, again cone luding that· high school rank was the better single pre-
die tor. 
Evenson and· Smith15 -obtained a correlation coefficient of only .29 
between total SCAT and ·first year university average at the University 
of Alberta, Canada. They concluded that their study gave no evidence that 
12 N. Frederiksen and W. B~ Schrader, "American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination and High School Standing as Predictors of College 
Success, 11 Journal .2f. Applied Psychology, XXXVI (:1952), 261-65. 
13 Joics B. Stone, "Differential Prediction of Academic Success at 
Brigham Young University, 11 J·ournal of Applied Psychology, XX.XVIII (1954), 
109-110. 
14 Ralph F. Berdie, "Predicting of College Achievement arrl Satisfaction," 
Journal £! Applied Ps:yc·hologv, XXVIII (1944), 239-45. 
15 A. B. Evenson an:l. D. E. Smith, 11Study of Matriculation in Alberta," 
Alberta Journal of Educational Research, IV (1958), 67-83. 
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the SCAT would prese~t a better predictive index than would high school 
rank. 
The Nelson-Denny Reading !.m 
The Nelson-Denny Reading Test is an achievement t·est designed to 
predict probable·success in college, tp section incoming classes, and to 
aid in the ·dia·gnosis o.f student·s 1 difficulties. 
Vineyard·and Masseyl-6, using the Nelson-Denny-Reading Test as a 
measure o.f vocabulary a:nd· speed··of· paragraph ·comprehension; the Differential 
Aptitude Test as a· nea-sure of spelling·ability, a:nd the American Council 
on· Education· Psychological· Examination· as a· measure· of intelligence, 
· found these·mea·sure-s relatl9d··to··eoll0ege 0grade aver'i1:ge as reflected in 
Table XI. 
TABLE xrl7 · 
RELATIONSHIP OF ALL VARIABLES WITH · COLLEGE GRADE AVERAGE 
Variable 
Vocabulary--
Speed.··of ·.Paragraph ·Comprehension 
· Spe;Lling 
Intelligence 
-r 
.51 
.43 
.56 
.52 
· ···They-·hypottre-s±z-ed--tha:t-·the·-- lingu:i:-st-±·c· -skill:s···were ·thoroughly 
satura.ted·w:iththe··c·onmron·--facto·r ·of intelligence. They, tl:e re.fore, 
· · 16-. Edwin E.·V±neyard--ani· HaroldW~·Ma$s-ey:, "·Interrelationships of 
· Certain Linguistic Skills 0and Their· Rel.a tionship with· S9ho;t.a.stic Achievement 
with Intellig er1ce Ruled Constant, 11 J oumal 2f. Educati orial Psychology, XLVIII 
(19-57), 279;..286. 
17 
· Ibid. , p. 283 • 
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attempted to rule intelligence constant and computed a partial r between 
linguistic skills and grade average •. See Table XII. 
TABLE XII18 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINGUISTIC SKILLS AND GRADE AVERAGE WITH INTELLIGENCE 
· RULED CONSTANT 
Linguistic Skill 
Voca.bulary 
Speed c,f Paragraph Compr!~nsion 
Spelli~ 
Partial r 
.u. 
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Acccrrding to ·the·re•sults· .. l'efhrnted· in ·Table XII,· there still remains 
a· signif ieant· relationship ·between' gn;de ,average --,an·d ,th·e 1-ingtrl:stic skilis 
of vci cabulary··and· spelling. It ±s· th! ·"the±r-·opinion· that· ·emphasis on 
these skills· o-ffer definite poss±bilities··fo·r·improvement· in scholarship. 
However, a· d·ifferent ··pictUC'·e· is· pre-sented."by ·i:,peed ·of comprehension. When 
intellig·ence iB' ruled cons·t-ant·, .. thtr·r-e-l:ationship between··grade average and 
' ' . 
theref·ore·,- -concluded· that-- ·emph13,si·s 0·on speed ·'"Of --pa-ragraph comprehension 
' would do littl-ea·t·o ·improve scholarship.' 
·Amerson ·and Dearbonil-9 "C·onducted·an invest±gation·to determine 
whether a significant-relationship exi'St:ed··between rea-d:i.·ng ability and 
18 Ibid·. 
19 Irving ff. Anderson ··and· Walter F. Dearborn, ""Reading Ability as 
Related to College Achievement, 11 Journal .2f Psychology, XI (1941), 
387-396. 
achievement wi. th intelligence ruJed constant. They used the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test for a measurement of intelligence and co~rse marks for a 
measurement of scholarship. For measurements of reading they used a 
battery of reading tests composed of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, the 
Iowa Silent Reading Test, and the Whipple Reading Test. They tested 68 
pairs of ·Harvard University freshmen, matching students who were equal 
in intelligence but differ'ed ·in scholarship. 
Table XIII ·reflects the nean--s·c·ores· of .. t·he academically higher and 
lower student S" f·or combipe·q: eourse work. -'!'he t values of d:i.f ference 
between the means are also shown. 
. ' 
TABLE xrrr20 
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MEAN SCORES OF '!HE ACADEMICALLY HIGHER AN"D LOWER STUDENTS ON THE SCHOLASTIC 
. ABILITY TEST AND EACH MEASURE 0-:F READING ABILITY FOR COMBINED COURSES. 
(HISTORY, GOVERNMENT, ENGLISH, ECONOMICS) AND FISHER'S t VALUES 
OF DIFFERENCE· BETWEEN THE MEANS OF THESE TWO GROUPS . 
Measure 
Scholastic" Aptitude· Test 
Nelson-Denny-; Raw Score 
Ne'.).son:..Denny Accuracy 
\.~ .::_:: r. 
Iowa· Raw Score 
Iowa·Accuraey 
Iowa· Rate ·· of Reading 
Whipple Raw Score 
... 
* 
Significant ·at the ·one 
20 · Ibid • ., p. 391. 
Number ·of 
Pairs 
68 
66 
66 
66 
66-
66 
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per cent 
Mean·· of· Meaii,:;of 
Academically . Academically Fisher I s 
Higher Studert s Lo~er Students t Value 
588~1 590.0 3.97 * 
57.6 53 .5 3.79 * 
85.9 82.2 2.80 * 
; 
55~2 52.1 1.93 
90.5 89.2 1.23 
35.9 34.0 1.38 
13.9 13.2 0.82 
level. 
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According to the results of this investigation the authors concluded 
that the Nelson-Denny ·differentiates more effectively than do the other 
reading tests. They further concluded that the better students cover more 
material and read more accurately. 
Traxler21 found a reliability coe·ffic±ent of .88 between different 
forms of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test when administered a ;year apart. 
The Nelson-Denny correlated • 78 with the Iowa Advanced Reading Test, 
Form B. Held22 found the Nelson-Denny to discriminate fairly well between 
good, fair, and inadequate preparation for tre study of freshman college 
English. Table XIV reflects the mean scores of three groups in relation 
to Nelson-Denny Reading scores and corre1:>ponding grades in college freshman 
English. 
TABLE xiv23 
THE MEAN SCORE FOR THREE GROUPS IN RELATION TO THE NELSON-DENNY READING SCORES 
AND CORRESPONDING GRADES IN COLLEGE FRESHMAN ENGLISH 
Group Colle,ge Grade Number _Me~n Score 
Group I A and B 33 111.60 
Group II C 52 95.85 
Group III D and F 26 84.05 
21 Arthur E. Traxler, 11 0ne Reading Test Serves the Purpose," Clearing 
House, XIV (1940), 419'-21. 
22 Omar C. Held, "The Nelson-Denny Reading Test as an English Placement 
Test," School a:nd Society, XLIX (1939), p. 64. 
23 Ibid. 
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According to Garrett's survey24, the Nelson-Denny Reading Test gives 
a good indication of probable college success. 
~ Essential High School Content Battery (EHSCB) 
The Essential High School Cont·ent Battery is intended to be a com-
prehm sive battery of high school achievement tests, including the areas 
of mathematics, sc·ience, · social studies, arrl English. In reviewing the 
literature' only one investigation could·:be located which incluied the 
Essential High School Content Battery. Consequently, until other stu:iies 
.:~ 
are available, caution should be exercised in- the use of the battery for 
counseling purposes. 
Dolansky25 conducte-d:--an·inve·stigation··usmg the EHSCB and the Terman-
McNemar Test of Mental Abilities as predictors of college su:: cess. Grade 
points we-re obtained .. at· the ... enu:·of--the· freshmazr-year ·±ir college for 240 
student-s·· f-rom--·th-ree colleges. All of--these·stud-errts ha:d:taken the EHSCB 
during their senior· year· in·high sctrool. · The ·correlation-coefficients 
obtained are ·presented· in Tables· XV ard · XVI. 
In ·order ·t-o· c-ompute a· multiple---R,--i:nterc·orrel-ations ·were· determined 
among·the· four··subtests··of .. the·EHSCB-and·the;i Terman-McN-emar··Test. Table 
XVII reflects thes-e --intercorrelat·ions-~ The obtained multiple R's were 
.-60 for-University- X, ·_ .-63 for University Y:, and .57 ·f·cr· University Z. 
Dolansky remirrls·the re:a.der--that tre ·multiple R of .60 gives only 
about ·twenty· per·c,ent··improvenent··uver-pu.re ··cµ-ance·prediction. Consequently, 
there isc room for much · greater accura·cy ·of prediction. 
24 - Harley- F. Garrett·, -HRev±ew··arrd .. Int·erpreta.t i·on of Investigations of 
Factors Related to Scholastic Success in College of Arts arrl Science," 
Journal of Experimental Education, XVIII (1949), 91-131. 
25 Marie P. Dolansky, "Essential High School Content Battery as a Pre-
dictor of College Success," Journal of Educational Ps:ychology, XLIV (1953), 
361-365. 
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TABLE xv26 
CORRELATION (X)EFFICIENTS ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FOUR SUBTESTS 
OF THE EHSCB AND GRADE POINT AVERAGE IN UNIVERSITIES X, Y, AND Z 
Variable 
Mathematics 
Science 
Social Studie s 
Engiish 
UNIVERSITIES 
X Y Z 
(N = 43) (N = 73) (N = 118) 
.18 .51 .45 
.31 .57 .51 
.40 .50 .38 
.57 .44 .43 
TABLE rvI27 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ESTIM.IIT ING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TERMAN-McNEMAR 
TEST OF MENTAL ABILITIES IQ 1S AND GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
University Coefficient Mean IQ S.D. of IQ 
University X .44 116.36 12.56 
University Y .45 116.60 ll.06 
University Z .40 114.12 9.88 
TABLE xvn28 . 
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG THE. FOUR. SUBTESTS OF. THE EHSCB.AID 'lHE TERMAN-
McNEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITIES 
Mathematics 
Science 
Social Studies 
English 
Terman-McNenar IQ 
Social 
Mathematics Science Studies 
.58 .48 
.65 
26 Ibid., P• 363. 
27 Ibid., p. 364. 
28 Ibid. 
Terman-
English McNemar IQ 
.43 .55 
.52 .65 
.54 .64 
.63 
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The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) 
. . . 
The basic approach of this inve:p.tory seems simi~r to the Strong 
Vocational Interest Blank. Its aim :j.s to measure the attitudes of teachers 
toward pupil-teacher ·relationships. · The· Minnes·ota Teacher Attitude In-
ventory assumes that teachers·' ·attitu"des are the. result of interaction of 
many factors, such as a:cademic ~and social intelligence, general knowledge 
and abilities, social skills,· a·nd personality ·traits. It further assumes 
that these attitudes can provide an index of prediction to the type of 
social climate a teacher 'Will·maintain in the classroom. 
Several studies have been cenducted·using this inventory, a·few of 
which will be cited '.subsequently. ·Thes·e··studies have to- do with the pre-
diction of what type· of social clitna.te a ·teacher will ~intai;n in the 
classroom. As· ha·s been--previously· mentioned·, ·no·'"existing studies were 
found. dealing with this· inventory· as·a···predictor of· academic: success. 
However r'the- following --stud±e0s· .. w±·1:1:- ·$i-ve· --some· .. ins±-ght; into· the· .. type · of work 
conducted ·on·the inventory;; 
When, correlat-ed wit-h--three··cr±teria ·(pupils·•ratin-gs of teachers, 
· experts .. • ratings of teachers·:; and ptj.ncipa:b:1·1 --ratings ·of ·teachers)~ the 
·validity ··coefficients have be:en··betwe-en .46 and .60 ~. 
In Fuller's· expe-rim-ent-29 with 74 -s·enior wiomen .. in the University of 
Minnesota College o-f Educat·ion, m f'·ound that ·scores o·f the MTA1 snow no 
significant relationf:lhip to· self-ratings;· -supervised· ratings;--ho~or points, 
29 Elizabeth M. Fuller, 11Use- of Tea'.cher Pupil Attituies, Self-Ratings, 
arrl Measurements of Ability in the Preservice Selection of Nursery School-
Kindergarten-Primary Teachers, 11 Journal .9.! Educational Research, XLIV 
(1951) ~ .. 675-686~ 
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intelligence test scores, or rank order lists of student teachers as 
measured by the Spearman Rank Difference correlation method. 
Rogers and Smith30 of Syracuse University administered the MTAI to 
64 students at the beginning of an intensive teacher training program and 
again during the last 'days of the six weeks program. They obtained a mean 
score of 70.13 for the second administration as compared to 43 .84 for the 
first. This would seem to indicate that professed attitude can be ma:iified 
during an intensive training period. However:, there is no eviden.ce of 
the permanenpe of this ·modification, or, :f'or that -matter, the desirability 
of such-modification. 
This brings to ·m±nd·the ·caution·emphasized ·by Fishman31 and Rogers32 
that th"e test is ·still in·th,e· exparilllental: ·-stage ,·and should be used as 
sv.ch. It is ·int·erest±ng·to-·noi:.ce· t·rrat ·student·s ·tend to--sco·re higher on a 
se·c·ond· administ·ration ai'ter·more·tnte·nsi-vertraining:, ·that·· students working 
· on secondary e:ducat±on ···tend· to· score ··1-ower than those· working· in early 
childhood and elementary 'educat·ion, ·and ··that· ·experienced ·teachers tend to 
· score lower than students. 
Perhaps,;·· subseque·ntval:idity··studi·es: will· support the predictive value 
o{ the inventory ·as ·to the social -climate a teacher 'Will· maintain. However, 
30 Vincent R. Rogers and James A. Smith, it-Professional Attitudes of 
Students in an Intensive Teacher Training Program, 11 Element§:ry School 
Journal, LVII (1956), 100-101. 
31 Joshua A. Fishman, "Minnesota Teacher·Attitude Inventory in an 
American Minority Group Setting," Journal of Educatio~l Psychology, 
XLVIII (1957), 41-51. 
32 Rogers and Smith, p. 101. 
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based on tl'B available evidence, there seems to be little likelihood that 
an inventory such as this one would lend any value to a battery designed 
to predict probable success in the academic program outlined for students 
who are training for the teaching fields. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This chapter is devoted to the presentation and analysis of the results 
obtained in the_ present ·study. The test intercorrelatim matrices will be 
presented. These include the C"orrelati·on coefficients obtained between 
scores on each test of-the SCAT, Nel·son-Denny Reading Test, the Essential 
High School Content Battery ,··and.· the attitude· score of the Minnesota Teacher 
Attitude Inventory, in addition t·o the··c-orrelati·on between each test· and 
the over-all ·-college grade ·po:iJlt, a:verage·at ·the end· of·the freshman year 
in college. 
By use Qf-·the·Wherry-Doolittle· Test Selection· Method, the multiple 
correlation betwe·e1rthe· ·o-pt±mum· --combinat-i'on -of test·s·an-d the· over-all 
grade point average at the· -end of ·the f'·re·shman°·year ·will be noted, and 
- the regression equations ·fur :prediction ·of·this criterion from known test 
scores will·be given. 
Test_Intercorrelation Matrices 
The International Busines·s -Ma-ch:me ·650 ·computer was utilized to compute 
the test intercorrela.tion ·matrices.·· C·onsequently, after test scores and 
over-all· grade point·averages··at the· end ·of th·e ·fresh1I1B.n ·year were obtained 
for all members of ·Group I (male) and II (female), the· data were trans-
ferred to IBM ·cards and processed through the I.B.M. 650 computer. C--Omputations 
included ·the means and ·standard deviations of each te·st and of ·the criterion, 
the summati-ons, summations of squares,, sunnnati·ons of cros·s-products for 
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each test of the battery, the zero-order correlations between all tests 
of the battery, and the -zero-order correlations between each test and the 
grade point average criterion. Intercorrelation data for Groups I and II 
are presented in Tables XVIII and XIX, respectively. 
The highest··intercorrelations for ·Group I (males) appear to be the 
subtests within each test. Verbal score of the SCAT corre:i,.ates with 
quantitative SCAT score and total SCAT .96 and ·.99, respectively, and 
·quantitative SCAT score correlates with total SCAT score .99. · The Nelson-
Denny vocabulary· score c'Orrelates with paragraph·meaning and total scores 
of the Nelson'-Denny .7'8 and· .94, respective·l-y:;· and paragraph meaning with 
total Nelson ... Denny- score .92.i.. The English test of the EHSCB correlates 
with the science· test· and s·ocial stutii·e·s·,·te'St of the salll.e" battery • 78 
· and • 73, respe·etively~ ·· This· ·would' s-eem··to·-indic-a:te a· high ti"Elgree of 
overlap within ·the tests:, i.e., the ·te·sts appear to be ·measuring the · same 
or similar abilities.·· 
·· The lowest· correlations· ·for Group I are ·as follows: SCAT verbal with 
Nelson-Denny .. voca:bulary, EHSCB .. mathematics:, science, social studies, and 
the Minnesota Attitude· scrore .27, .21, .2J.i., .1.6, and .23, respectively; 
quantitative SCAT score with N:elson-Dennyc·vo·cabu:lary·, total scor~, EHSCB 
science, social studies; and the attitude score .17, .29, .2:4, .l(>, and 
.23j SCAT total score with Nelson-Denny vocabulary, EHSGB mathematics, 
science; s-ocial studies,and the ·Minnesuta Attitude score .2,5, .2,9, .26, 
.18, and· .23; and the :M.innes·ota 0Attitude -s·core with Nelson"'-Denny vocabulary, 
paragraph meaning and total, EHSCB·mathemati.cs, sci·e·nce, social studies, 
and English .09, .16:, .l{>, .0$, .03, .~, and .Ol, respectively. The size 
of these coefficients indicates little relationship between abilities tested. 
TABLE XVIII 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF ELEVEN TESTS (GROUP I): VERBAL, QUANTITATIVE, TOTAL (SCAT): VOCABULARY, PARAGRAPH 
MEANING, TOT AL ( NELSON-DENNY READ ING TEST) ; MATHEW, TICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, ENGLISH 
(ESSENTIAL HIGH SCHOOL CONTENT BATTERY); ATTITUDE (MINNESOTA TEACHER ATTITUDE INVENTORY) 
N = 31 ma.le s 
Tests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Verbal .96 .99 .27 .46 .39 .21 .24 .16 .33 .23 
2. Quantitative 
.99 .17 .36 .29 .31 .24 .16 .34 .23 
3. Total (SCAT) .25 .44 .37 .29 ~26 .18 .37 .23 
4. Vocabulary .78 .94 .59 .'65 .65 .69 .09 
5. Paragraph Meaning .94 .54 .66 .55 .68 .16 
' 
6. Total (Nelson-Denny) .61 .67 .63 .71 .16 
7. Mathematics .64 $59 .68 .09 
8. Science 
.69 .78 .03 
9. Social Studies .73 .04 
10. English (EHSCB) .01 
11. Attitude (MTAI) 
\Jl 
0 
1rAE.E XIX 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF ELEVEN TESTS (GROUP II): VERBAL, QUANTITATIVE, TOTAL (SCAT); VOCABULARY, PARAGRAPH 
MEANING, TOTAL (NELSON-DENNY READING TEST); MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, ENGLISH 
(ESSENTIAL HIGH SCHOOL CONTENT BATTERY); ATTITUDE (MINNESOTA TEACHER ATTITUDE INVENTORY) 
N = 75 females 
Tests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Verbal .52 .72 .73 .69 .74 .48 .73 .67 .68 .29 
2. Quantitative .56 .37 .33 .35 .55 .46 .49 .56 .13 
3. T-0tal (SCAT) .55 .56 .58 .55 .54 .65 .. 61 .18 
4. Vocabulary .68 .91 .54 .66 .52 .56 .27 
5. Paragraph Meaning .89 .49 .69 .57 .58 .39 
6. Total (Nelson-Denny) .52 .69 .56 .59 .36 
7. Mathematics .47 .47 .54 .oo 
8. Science .74 .69 .31 
9. Social Studies .62 .29 
10. English (EHSCB) .26 
11. Attitude (M'rAI) 
Vl 
I-' 
The remainder of the intercorrelations fall within the range of .40 to 
• 70 and indicate a moderate but not too high relationship. 
The highest intercorrelations 'for Group II (females) appear to ·be 
between SCAT verbal and SCAT total, Nelson-Denny vocabulary and total, 
EHSCB science test, .72, .7.3 3 .74, and .73, respectively; total Nelson-
De·nny with vocabulary and paragraph meaning of the same test .91 and 
.89, respectively, and science and social studies of the EHSCB • 74. 
The lowest intercorrelations in Group II are found between the 
Minnesota .. Tea·ch er Attit-ude -seore and quant±tative and· total SCAT, 
Nelson-Denny vocabulary, mathematics, ·science, social studies, and 
English of EHSGB .13, .18, .27, • .OO~ .• ,'.31, .29; and .26. This wo'Uld 
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seem to indicat·e· that the attitude · score wa·s"me·asuring· -some trait almost 
negligibly relat-ed t·o ·the· ·other· ab±litiers .. Tepresent-ed·-±n--the battery. 
It is ·interest·ing to··note that the highest·-·±rit·erc·orrelattons in Group 
·II appear·to ·be ·betwe·en those ·tests ·purporting· to measure·· some type of 
verbal or··language ability, i.e., Tests 1, 3, 4, 5:, ·and 6. High inter-
correlations · app·ear ·between ·only two other· sets, Te·sts l and 8, and Tests 
8 and 9. It is reasunable to as·sume here· that verbal ability would greatly 
influence scores ·and·be relate-d·to ·those in social·studies and science 
courses. 
Correlation .Qf. Tests .fil!!. Over-All._Grade __ Average & .. the_ Jal!!. of Freshman Year 
Zero·"-order coeffi:c±ents of correlat,ion were -c·omput·ed between scores 
made by·members of Groups I and II ·on each of the ·eleverr--t·ests given at 
·· the beginning uf the freshman: ·year in college and· the subsequent grade 
average···ma.de ·by members ·of·the s_ame· groups··at··the end of the freshman year. 
in college. The relationships reflected between test scores and the over-
all grade averages are shown in Table XX. 
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TABLE XX 
CORRELATIONS OF SCORES ON ELEVEN TESTS WITH CRITERION OF GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
AT THE END OF THE FRESHMAN YEAR IN COLLEGE 
Tests Group I Group II 
N = 31 males N = 75 females 
r r 
1. Verbal .08 .53 
2. Quantitative .19 .43 
3. Total (SCAT) .16 .54 
4. Vocabulary .39 .JS 
,. 
5. Paragraph· Meaning .26 .43 
6. Total (Nelson-Denny) .35 .42 
7. Mathema. tics .5B .4s 
,. 
B~ Science .33 .40 
9. Social Studies .44 .52 
10. English (EHSCB) .37 .59 
11. Attitude (MTAI) .02 .10 
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Referring to Group I, Table XX, one may discover that the matheill9.tics 
and social studies tests of the EHSCB appear to have a moderately high 
predictive value, yielding a coefficient of .58 and .44, respectively. 
The Nelson-Denny vocabulary, paragraph meaning, and total scores and the 
science and English tests of the EHSCB reflect a definite but small re-
lationshipwith coefficients of .39, .26, .35, •33; and .37. The verbal, 
quantitative, and total SCAT scores and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude 
score appear to have a slight, almost negligible pred;Lctive value yielding 
r's of only .08, .19, and .16, respectively. 
In the case of Group II, Table XX, the verbal, quantitative, and total 
SCAT scores, ·the· paragraph meaning and total Nelson-Denny scores and the 
mathematics:, science, social studies, and English tests of EHSCB appear to 
have a moderately high predict0ive value, yielding correlation coefficients 
of .53, .43, .54, .43, .42, .4$, .40, .52, and .59, respectively. The 
vocabulary of the Nelson-Denny test yields a definite but sm.all relation-
ship with a correlation coefficient of .38; and the Minnesota Teacher 
Attitude Test appears to have a slight, almost negligible predictive value, 
yielding an r of only .10. 
It is interesting to note ·that··the mathematics and social studies 
i' 
tests of the EHSCB appear to have a fairly high predictive value for 
both groups, whereas 0 the Minnesota Teacher Attitude score has little, if 
any, predictive value in either group. 
The question at this point is which combination of the eleven scores 
will give us the highest possible correlation for prediction purposes. The 
Wherry'-Doolittle Test Selection Method was utilized to analytically select 
and add one test at a time until a maximum R was obtained. 
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For the male subjects in Group I, Table XX shows the ma.thematics 
test of the EHSCB to correlate .58 with the criterion. The next highest 
correlation is the social studies test of the same battery yielding an 
r of .44. When the social studies test was added to the mathematics test, 
the resulting multiple was actually lower13d to .57. Consequently, it 
appears that the addition of another test' does nothing to enhance the 
predictive value of the first test. This outcome re;nders it impossible 
to proceed further in the selection ofan optimum test combination and, 
consequently, makes ·predicti·on highly unstable. 
For the female subjects of Group II, Ta·ble XX reflects the English 
test of the EHSCB to correlate· .59 with the criterion. When the total 
SCAT score is added, the Rl is·raised to· .6,2; when the mathematics test 
of the EHSCB is added, the R is again elevated to .63. The addition of 
the test with the next highest correlation:, the social studies test of 
the EHSCB, lowers the R slightly·and·ts:; therefore, not included in the 
optimum combination of tests. The combination then of the English test 
of the EHSCB, the total SCAT score, and the :r:rathematics test of the EHSCB, 
according to this study, gives the best predictive index· for the criterion 
of Group II. 
In order to predict the criterion with· the gre,atest accuracy from the 
scores obtained on the tests, the multiple R is used to develop a regression 
equation. For Group II the ·regression equation in raw score form is as 
follows: 
The values .001, .007, and .01 are the weights by which the scores of 
1 Whenusingthe Wh-erry-Doolittle Method of Test Selection a shrunken 
R is obtained. This corrects for the operation of chance errors and is a 
better estimation of the correlation in the true population from which the 
sample was drawn. 
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Tests 7, 3, and 10 are multiplied. The X represents the raw score of the 
particular test. These products and the constant (-1. 785) are summed, 
thereby yielding the predicted over-all grade average, Xe• The standard 
error of estimate associated with the above equation is .14, the probability 
being that approximately sixty-eight times in a hundred the actual grade 
average will fall withinthe interval of the predicted grade plus or minus 
the standard error of estimate. 
The selected optimum combination of tests accounts for forty-:-two per 
cent · of the variance of the criterion. Also, the three tests, the EHSCB 
mathematics, total SCAT, arrl the EHSCB English contribute· seven per cent, 
eleven per· cent, and twenty':-two per cent, respectively,· to the variance 
of the ·criterion. The- remaining fifty"-eight per cent · of the variance of 
the criterion must be attributed to factors not ·measured in this problem. 
For an over-all look at· the outcome of the problem, Table XXI reflects 
the mean grade point averages and mean scores for each test in the battery, 
the respective standard deviations for each test; ·and the t values. On all 
of the verbal tests the females scored significantly higher than the males. 
On the NeJ.son-'Denny vocabulary and total scores and the EHSCB English 
scores the t values were statistically significant at the one per cent 
level. On the attitude score and the criterion the t values were also 
statistically significant at· the· one per cent level. This study, the ref ore, 
indicates· a true sex difference on scores obtained by males and females. 
The difference in the numbers included in each group may account for some 
of the existing difference; however, it seems doubtful that it would account 
for as much as is reflected. 
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TABLE XXI 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON ELEVEN TESTS AND THE CRITERION FOR GROUPS 
I AND II AND THE t VALUES REFLECTING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
Variable Group I Group II N = 31 males N = 75 females t values 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D • 
Criterion 1.98 • 64 2.62 .55 4.74 ** 
Tests 
1. Verbal 278.1 43.9 294.0 12.6 1.95 -lt-
2. Quaptitative 2·86.·9 47.4 297.0 18.0 1.13 
3. Total (SCAT) 283 .8 37.2 296.0 16.7 1.50 
4. Voca bula:ry 24.3 9.6 . 34.9 12.2 4. 71 iH} 
5. Para.graph Meaning 34.2 11.1 40.2 12.2 2.42 * 
6. Total (Nelson-Denny) 58.2 19.7 74.3 23.3 J ,57 iHI-
7. Mathematics 28 .• 7 10.5 26.9 7.8 .75 
8. Science 39.0 11.5 38,5 9.4 .21 
9. Social Studies 38,5 11.8 41.5 11.0 · 1.20 
10. English (EHSCB) 165.2 24.2 190.6 20.3 5 .07 ii* 
11. Attitude (Ml'AI) 96.4 23.7 121.0 26.9 4.62 ** 
* 
S±gnificant·at the five per cent level of confidence. 
'h'* Significant at the one per cent level of confidence. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter is devoted to a summary of the stated objectives under 
investigation, conclusions drawn therefrom, and recommendations for further 
research in the same or similar areas. 
Review of Object~ves 
The problem of this study was to determine the extent to which the 
first year's training in the College of Education can be predicted by 
score·s obtained· on-the Cooperative School and College Ability 1Tests 1. 
(SCAT), the Nelson-Denny Reading· T·est, ·· the Ess·entia.l High School Content 
Battery (EHSGB), and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI). 
The following · information was· ·pbtained from each of two groups: · 
Group I· (males) and Group II (females): 
1. The correlation coeff·icient between scores o~- the SCAT and the 
criterion, Le., college freshman over-all grade point average. 
2. The correlation coefficient between scores on the Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test and the criterion. 
3. The correlation coefficient between scores on each subtest of 
the Essential High School ContentBattery and the criterion. 
4. The correlation coefficient between scores on the Minnesota Teacher 
Attitude Inventory and the criterion. 
5. The coefficient of multiple correlation between the optimum 
combination of the above tests and the criterion. 
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6. The multiple regression equation for prediction of the criterion 
from known scores on the above tests. 
Summary of Results 
1. For Group I·the correlation coefficients between scores on the 
SCAT and the criterion were as follows: verbal, .08; quantitative, .19; 
and total, .16. Similar'Correlations for Group II were: verbal, .53; 
quantitative, .43; and t·otal, .54. 
2. For· Group I the correlation c·oefficients between scores on the 
Nelson-'Denny Reading Test· and the ·crit·erion were as follows: ·vocabulary, 
• 3 9 ; pa·ragraph meaning, • 26 ; and -total, .35 • Similar correlations for 
Group II were: vocabulary, .38; paragraph ·meaning .43; and total, .42. 
3. For Group I ·the correlation coefficients·--between scores· on the 
Essential High School Content Battery-,a:nd· t·he criterion were: ·· mathematics, 
.58;· science, .33; social studies, ,44;·,a;nd English, .37. Similar 
correlations· for Group II were:· ·mathematics, .48; ·S'Cience, .40; social 
studies, • 52; and English, • 59. 
4. For Group I the correlation coeffic·ient between scores on the 
Minnesota-- Teacher· ·Attitude Inventory and·the criterion were .02 for 
Group I and .10 for Group II.· 
5. For Group I only one test, thtkmat-hemat,:ics te·st· of the EHSCB, 
yielded a hig):l e:nough'Corre:J:a:tion, to' be of'.Jiiuch pI'Efci1e~i'vet'value. When the 
test with the next ·highest relationship was added, the R was lowered. 
Since the accuracy of prediction is considered unstable when using only 
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one test, no regression equation was developed. For Group II, the optimum 
combination of tests selected by the Wherry-Doolittle method included the 
English and mathematics test of the EHSCB and the total SCAT score. This 
combination yielded a multiple R of .63 with the criterion. 
6. A regression equation for the purpose of predicting the over-all 
grade point average criterion from known test scores was developed for 
Group II. The standard error of estimate of the equation was .14 grade 
points. 
Conclusions 
The following represents conclusions and generalizations which appear 
to be warranted on the basis of data obtained in ·this study. Needless to 
say, these statements-are restricte·d to freshmen students in the College 
of Education and should not be·taken as necessarily valid· for any other 
group on the ·campus of the Oklahoma St-ate Unive·rsity. Further caution is 
added since this study does not include a crossa:..validation studyapd, 
consequently, should be taken only as a foundation for more extensive study 
in the area. 
1. . Scores on the SCAT obtained when agirl enters her freshman year 
in the College of Education seem-to offer·the counselor helpful information 
regarding the success in the academic program through the freshman year. 
However, scores on the S-CAT seem·to have so little relationship with grade 
point average for- boys that they offer ·the counselor li:ttle or no help 
regarding success in the--academic· ·program through the· freshman year. 
2. Scores on the Nelson-'Denny Reading Test obtained when a student 
enters his ·freshman year in the College ·of Edµcation seem to offer the 
counselor some help regarding success in the academic program through the 
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freshman ye~r •.. How:ever; fmice. h~re· the/highest rela:tion:fihip for tM. females is 
.143 · a·nd' fori. t~e ma,les}, .39 ;>it ,tiJs . .a.oubtful:df.:tth·ese scdr.es .. Hwould be. of much 
vaiue unle13s a :.goqd ,maay.'; othen,,£act.ors !were. t·aken d.:nt.o ,.consi:der.ation. 
3. Scores on the Essential High School Content Battery seem to offer 
the counselor helpful.information regarding the success of a girl through 
her academic program of the · freshman year. The mathematics 'test and the 
social studies· test appear ·to offer more· help than the other two tests of 
the battery in predicting the success of a boy through his academic pro-
gram of the freshman year. 
, 4. The scores on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory appear to 
be of little, if any, help t·o the: ·c.ounselor. The relationships are so 
slight as to appear negligible. 
5. The c·omb±nat,ion ·-of the total SCAT· score, the English test, 
and the· mathematics ·test .. of the· Essential ·High School Content Battery 
appear· to be better predict·ors of ·succ·ess · of ·women in the· academic pro-
gram as outlined by the College of ·Education- than do any of the tests 
taken singly. 
6. · In order to· predict· the · c·riterion ·with the greatest accuracy 
from scores· obtained on""the· -optimunr·C'ompinati'on -of ·tests for the girls, 
the following regres-s±on ·equa.ti·on-·was· -developed: 
X0 = .001 (X7) f 0007 (X3) /- .01 {X10) - 1. 785 
The values .001, .007, and· .01 are .. weights·by ·wh±·ch the scores of Test 7, 
the mathemat·icstest of·the·,Essentia1 High S-chool' Content·Battery; Test 3, 
total SCAT; and Test 10, -Engl±sh .. te·st · of' ·the ·Es·sential High School Content 
Battery,are-·multipled. 'Fhe·X0 represents··the·:raw sc·ore ·of the particular 
test. These· products· and the constant (-1. 7S5-) are· -summed, thereby 
yielding ·the ·predicted over-'all grade point average, Xe. The standard 
error of estimate associated with this equation is plus or minus .14. 
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Recommendations 
Several of the tests under investigation in this study are relatively 
new and present a good problem·for further research. The validity studies 
available on the SCAT and the· Essential ·High School Content Battery are 
particularly scarce, and, sinc·e they do seem to bear a moderate to 
moderately high· relationship with the· criterion, further investigation 
of this. general type would do much to enhance their :value as predictive 
indices of probable success in·, college. 
As stated· previously, this study should be considered groundwork 
only.· Because of the size o.f -the study groups, particularly Group I, 
the· results obt-a:ined··herein may be· -somewhat ·unstable. ·The following 
suggestions ·a:re submitted as ·possible ways 0in which··th±·s· investigation 
·c·ould·be·· improved ·or extended.· 
1. ·· Since Group· I consti.tutes· ·such a" small sample ·and ·may not be 
' . I 
· · representative of'·the· f're'Shm:en·men in-··the College of Education, it is 
recommended··tha:t ··the compl:ete study-·be ·repeated· f·or this group based 
on a sample of·not· less than· seventy-five·men. 
2~ · If the results ·of Group I·111a.ke· poss'ible ·the selection of. an 
optimum··com.binatton··of'·t·ests··for·the· prediction of grade· point aver~ge, 
it is recommended· that at a la:t,er .. date a ·c·ross.:..validation study be con-
ducted to· dettrrm±ne ·the ·stability 'Of "thi'S ·inve'Stigation.· 
3. It · ls· .. f'urther' recommended, that a study 'be initiated· to in-
vestigate· posstble···reasons· for· the· 0existing· diff-ererrces bet~en sexes. 
In addition to the aptitude .. and· a-chievement··te·sts·, · ·sume concern might 
be centered· around values and attitudes, personality characteristics, 
and methods of study. 
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